A  NOBLE   EXAMPLE
war and he believed that as a 'non-com' he could be of
more use. 'He discovered', said Lord Charnwood in a
letter to the Westminster Gazette^ *a peculiar power to
calm the fears and raise the spirits of young and ignorant
soldiers, and he was not willing to forgo the opportunity
of easy intercouse on equal terms, in which he could
exercise that power.' He was killed at the Battle of
Beaumont Hamel on the 24th November, 1916. 'He
has left behind him', said the Morning Post, 'work of an
originality that is the secure foundation of a literary
reputation; but he has left also an example of patriotic
self-sacrifice which is even more precious/
* "Saki's" most conspicuous gift', said Sir John Squire
in an article contributed to Land and Water in February,
1919, 'was the invention of monstrously absurd plots,
unfolded so gravely that one is quite persuaded of their
actuality. I do not think I am called to give away many
of them in advance. But among others that we are
treated to here are the stories of how Alethia Debchance,
who had been brought up in fiction, encountered life;
how Lola Pevensey dreamt the name of the Derby
winner; how Octavian Ruttle did penance for shooting a
kitten; how Mr. Scarrick made a grocer's shop pay; how
Reggie Bruttle invented a scheme for canalising his
friends' quarrelsome passions; and why the Suffragettes
put up replicas of the Queen Victoria Memorial all over
England, I will not enter into particulars; but I give
my word that they could not be more grotesque.
'The qualities of "Saki's" plots are present also in his
detail. Each paragraph and sentence, like each story,
is perfectly curved and polished. You have to look a
long way for anything slipshod or tired. He could do
the ordinary epigram of commerce in the ordinary shapes;
but even that, when he did it, had a slight touch that
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